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DRONE RECORDS                       ҉                             NEWSFLASH                     ҉                                 APRIL 2018                        ҉   
 
Dear Droners and Psychonauts, here is the NEWSFLASH  for April 2018 ! [#2 this year]  
 
as usual SOME PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS of NEW relea ses first (stuff that endlessly drones in our heads  & hearts)  :  
INGENTING KOLLEKTIVA - An Anatomy of Melancholy     LP   (Invisible Birds): raw, cinematic, melancholic dronescapes by this impro collective from the U.S. 
RADBOUD MENS & MATTHIJS KOUW - 1     LP    (Moving Furniture Records) : pure meditative/minimal drones that develop amazing harmonic resonances 
PETER BEHRENDSEN - Nachtflug / Atem des Windes    LP   (Edition Telemark) : two fascinating pieces using the sounds of bats and 'names of winds'  
SIAVASH AMINI - TAR    LP     (Hallow Ground): drone composer from Iran combining classical instrumentation and electronic processing with most mesmerizing result 
DUBIT - Vitriol     CD    (Backward): Italian newcomer of stunning post industrial/experimental electronics, "drawing distopic landscapes in the sky" 
MARTYN BATES - I Said to Love    CD    (Ambivalent Scale)  very best atmospheric 'drone-folk' and song-writing, a highlight in his long discography 
SHEFFIELD / RIPPIE - Essential Anomalies     do-LP    (Elevator Bath): surrealistic, strangely floating soundscapes derived from found sources, in the way of Zoviet France, etc.. 
 
 
Pre-orders & reservations are possible. Please note the PRICES with your order! Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs!  
Usually the minimum order amount is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de.  
Please send your orders & all communication to:  drone@dronerecords.de          BEST DRONES !!    Le BaraQue  
 
 
 

NR. TITLE  FORMAT LABEL & 
CAT-NR  YEAR? SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ 

SPECIALS  PRICE  MORE INFO WWW 

1 ABATTOIR & SATORI - Aether  CD 
Old Captain 
OCCD28 / 
Malignant Rec. 
Tumor CD94 

2017 

recommended collab by LORENZO ABATTOIR 
from Torino (who is also in PSICOPOMPO and 
the great MARE DI DIRAC), and SATORI from 
UK, who create tension filled roaring ritual 
ambience and grim post industrial drone noise.. 
"The sounds of chaos and order, ritual and 
redemption filled the sphere of the album like a 
mist, the Aether, hung over the surface 
accumulating sparks of fire and swirls of 
darkness underneath to roil and tumble like an 
approaching cataclysmic storm." ed. of 300 
copies 

€12,00 oldcaptain.bandcamp.com/album/abattoir-satori-aether 

2 ALIO DIE - Time Zone Portal  CD Hic Sunt Leones 
HSL 093 2017 

STEFANO MUSSO tried to find words for the 
indescribable sensations connected to his 
transcension ambience: "Before the form there 
is everything, all kinds of events, they live in 
space, they do not know the time but they 
recognize a flow. It goes up and down, but you 
just want to caress your ear and return our 
oldest nucleus elsewhere, where they have 
always been, without smiling, without weeping, 
without staying without going away. If you 
listen, you will be revealed a new secret." lim. 
300  

€15,00 aliodie.bandcamp.com/album/time-zone-portal 
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3 ALTARMANG - Void  LP  Autarkeia vinyl 013 
/ avi 098 2017 

new dark ambient project consisting of PAR 
BOSTROM (KAMMARHEIT) and "magic plants 
& alchemy" specialist KENNETH HANSSON, 
subtle, dense, and ghostly drones...; 
"ALTARMANG offers uniquely intuitive and 
hypnotic atmospherics through reel-to-reel tape 
loops and analog tonalities. All infused with 
herbal alchemy and ceremonial surrendering." 
two side-long tracks, lim. 250 copies 

€23,00 www.autarkeia.org 

4 AMINI, SIAVASH - TAR  LP Hallow Ground 
HG1703 2017 

discovery from Iran on the Swiss label with 4 
excellent experimental / ethereal drone-tracks, 
sharing a great spatial quality and quite 
massive electronic / granular sounds, with 
classical string instruments as sound sources, 
powerful and sublime at the same time... highly 
recommended! "This is Music to get lost in" 
[THE WIRE] 

€22,00 hallowground.bandcamp.com/album/siavash-amini-tar 

5 ARKTAU EOS - Catacomb Resonator  CD Aural Hypnox 
[AH18] 2017 

five years after the successful albums "Ioh-
Maera" (CD) & "Unworeldes" (LP) finally a new 
work by the Finnish archaic ritual duo - a 
haunting one-tracker of minimally arranged 
vocal emanations and vintage synths => "the 
sonic tapestry is interwoven with dusty, 
crackling electronics of a bygone era and other, 
subtler elements for an all-enveloping sound 
that readily lends itself to prolonged listening 
session"; 423 copies, screen printed 
cardboardcover 

€13,00 www.auralhypnox.com 

6 ARTEMIEV, EDWARD / ANDREY 
TARKOVSKY - Solaris. Sound and Vision  LP-BOX Song Cycle 

Records CY001 2018 

collector's item: the definite "experimental / 
archaic / transcendental drone" film soundtrack 
by E. ARTEMIEV for TARKOVSKY's 
masterpiece "Solaris" from 1972 in 180gr. vinyl 
and CD versions, plus a blue ray version of the 
film (original language with English subtitles) 
plus a luxurious exclusive hardcover photo 
book with unreleased photos and essays; lim. / 
numbered 500 copies, made in collaboration 
with the Andrey Tarkovsky Institute (Moscow)  

€120,00 www.songcyclerecords.com 

7 ASTRiD & RACHEL GRIMES - Through the 
Sparkle  LP  Gizeh GZH073LP 2017 

collaboration of pianist RACHEL GRIMES from 
the legendary RACHELS, with French band 
ASTRiD, creating airy and atmospheric, 
emotionally moving "ambient instrumentals" 
with chamber, jazz and post rock influences.. 
"Charming, gentle and cinematic sounds are 
found here in abundance. Melodies circle and 
reveal themselves without force, allowing the 
listener to focus and explore the depths of what 

€20,00 www.gizehrecords.com 
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is on offer" 

8 BATES, MARTYN - I Said to Love  CD Ambivalent Scale 
A-SCALE 056 2017 

MARTYN BATES always had a liking for 
spheric, experimental (background) sounds and 
drones, and they also play a big role on this 
new album with 15 songs, mixing his unique 
voice, guitar-playing and song-writing with 
suspended sound effects, to our great 
delight...this album sounds like a dream, filled 
with so much passion, longing and precious 
melodies.... the perfect mixture of folk, lyrical 
poetry and atmospherics ! feat. ELIZABETH S. 
and ALAN TRENCH (ORCHIS, CUNNAN, etc.)  

€13,00 www.eyelessingaza.com/mb.html#1 

9 BEHRENDSEN, PETER - Nachtflug / Atem 
des Windes  LP Edition Telemark 

628.05 2017 

first LP release by this experienced radio 
producer, performer and composer, who also 
organized diverse concerts and festivals for 
contemporary experimental music in Cologne 
=> "Nachtflug" uses the sound of bats (made 
audible) and live electronic (24 min) with very 
vidid result ; "Atem des Windes" is a fascinating 
text-sound composition about the wind, 
consisting of vocalizations of 300 different 
names for winds in many different languages, 
layered and clustered in various ways....  

€20,00 www.edition-telemark.de 

10 CARETAKER, THE - Everywhere at the 
End of Time Stages 1-3  3 x CD  

History Always 
Favours the 
Winners 
HAFTWCD0103 

2017 

the first three parts / album of this amazing six 
part project are now available as deluxe 3 x CD 
set (38 tracks) ; " ach album reveals new points 
of progression, loss and disintegration, 
progressively falling further and further towards 
the abyss of complete memory loss and 
nothingness..." 

€26,00   

11 CHEERLEADER 69 & .CUT - Nagatsuki  mCD-R  Taalem alm 111 2017 

a new French ambient Industrial connection to 
explore, one long track of fabulous guitar & 
bass drones and noises enriched with field 
recordings from Tokyo and Osaka, very 
powerful, levitating, feedbacking...  

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

12 CHÖD - Bardo Thodol  do-CD  Old Captain 
OCCD34 2017 

great unreleased material (22 tracks, 100 min. 
1996-1999) by this French occult / ritual 
ambient project that gained some recognition 
through only few releases at that time, 
comparable to ZERO KAMA or AIN SOPH - 
"astounding usage ov droning ethereal 
atmospheres, ritual percussions, excellent 
sampling ov ethnic instrumentations/choral 
workx/wolves!!" [Vita Ignes Corpus Lignum] ed. 
of 300 copies 

€17,00 oldcaptain.bandcamp.com/album/ch-d-bardo-thodol 

13 COIL - Astral Disaster Sessions : 
Un/Finished Musics  LP Prescription DRUG 

17 2018 previously unreleased or hard to find versions 
of tracks from the "Astral Disaster" sessions, 

€29,00   
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including " a psychedelic 14 minutes of Cosmic 
Disaster, which was the original working title for 
Astral Disaster, and has never been released 
on any format."  

14 CONTROLLED BLEEDING - Headcrack  LP Artoffact Records 
AOF276 2017 

essential (first ever) vinyl re-issue of this early, 
most favoured C.B.-album from 1986 (Sterile 
Records SR11) where they moved completely 
away from the harsh noise beginnings: 
melancholic vocal chants as coming from 
middle age, dreamlike synth patterns move 
through raw and spheric air, repetitive proggy / 
jazzy structures and subtle harmonic echo 
ambience build by guitars, bass and 
electronics... a unique sounding album! Lim. 
ed. BLUE vinyl  

€23,00 artoffact.com 

15 DAVIS, GARETH & MERZBOW - Atsusaku  LP Moving Furniture 
Records MFR031 2016 

GARETH DAVIS is the bass clarinetist of 
OISEAUX-TEMPÊTE, and has a long list of 
collaborative releases with 
MACHINEFABRIEK, ELLIOT SHARP, 
STEVEN R. SMITH, FRANCES-MARIE UITTI, 
or recently AIDAN BAKER; this collab. with 
MERZBOW shows his love for harsher 
textures: "A massive wall of sound over two 
tracks that moves from the shifting low-end 
structures and the ricochet of howling reeds to 
the blistering haze of dense white noise and 
rapid-fire electronic tones". lim. 300  

€18,00 movingfurniturerecords.bandcamp.com/album/atsusaku 

16 DILLOWAY, AARON - Switches  LP Cejero CEJ10 2017 

new recordings based on piano and tape loops, 
lim. 400, colour vinyl; ..." Like a swim thru the 
bubbling belly acid of American culture, he 
pursues the original extremities of NON and 
TURMAN along his own parallel narrative, 
using subtly morphing repetition and abrasive 
attrition as tactics to seduce and beguile even 
the most hard-headed listeners." [Boomkat] 

€20,00 cejero.bandcamp.com/album/switches 

17 DREAD (LUSTMORD) - In Dub  CD Ant-Zen ACT352 2017 

DREAD is the new project of BRIAN WILLIAMS 
aka LUSTMORD - combining dark orchestral 
ambient with slow dubby rhythms, using also 
voice-material, acoustic drums and e-guitar this 
is quite a different approach and sound than on 
the LUSTMORD-remix projects; "breathtaking, 
dark, unshiftable and solid, this is the kind of 
dread where you're not sure where the evil 
force lurks.."  

€13,50 lustmord.bandcamp.com/album/in-dub 

18 DUBIT - Vitriol  CD Backwards 
BWCD02 2017 

excellent 'alchemical' experimental drone with 
post industrial touch from this Italian artist on 
his second full length album, based on 

€10,00 www.backwards.it/releases/vitriol/26/  
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analogue sources, self made instruments and 
gadgets from metallic elements plus digital 
synthesis, at times with a more electronic / 
technoid substrate...dark & vivid stuff, "drawing 
distopic landscapes in the sky"; 10 tracks, 
almost 74 min. playtime, strongly 
recommended to be checked out ! ed. of 500 
copies 

19 ETANT DONNES - Unreleased Tapes 1977-
1979 Box 1  3 x LP BOX  Steinklang 

Industries SK105 2015 

earliest unreleased tape recordings (1977-
1979) by the French twin brother duo, 
completely different from the box on Vinyl-On-
Demand: raw musique concrete experiments 
with droning electronics, spoken French poetry, 
field recordings, unrecognizable noises and 
found sounds from records, radio, tape 
manipulations, etc.. often collaged; recorded 
with most simple equipment but already a 
fascinating listening... lim. 90 copies in sturdy 
blue box with golden embossing, on white 
vinyls  

€65,00 www.steinklang-records.at 

20 ETANT DONNES with MICHAEL GIRA - 
Offenbarung und Untergang  LP Munster Records 

MR 376 2017 

first vinyl re-issue of this album from 1999, 
based on the poem "Offenbarung und 
Untergang" by GEORG TRAKL which is recited 
by MICHAEL GIRA: "From the opening 
moments, the listener is dealing with 
mysterious and menacing musical textures and 
the voice of Michael Gira that is slow, strange, 
nonchalant, sounding as under the influence of 
powerful narcotics. "Offenbarung und 
Untergang" is one of those unique and strong 
records which make you feel not completely the 
same before and after listening to them" 

€18,00 munster-records.com// 

21 GRAVETEMPLE - Impassable Fears  LP Svart Records 
SVART081 2017 

the band project of STEPHEN O'MALLEY, 
OREN AMBARCHI, and ATTILA CSIHAR with 
their third album - an extreme abysmal dark 
noise blast with furious drums, deep bass and 
roaring guitars, along with ritualistic vocals and 
experimental sound-collages in between... 
ecstatic & ultra heavy, we love it ! Lim. clear 
vinyl version, luxurious cover 

€23,00 gravetemple.bandcamp.com/album/impassable-fears 

22 GREIF, RANDY - Alice in Wonderland  5 x CD-Box  Soleilmoon SOL 
55 CD 2010 

back in stock this experimental earplay based 
on the famous book by LEWIS CARROLL, 
originally released on Staalplaat 1991-1993 
later re-issued by SOLEILMOON in the U.S; 
over 6 hours playtime !! (DVD sized ed.)! 
"Using electronics and altered acoustic sounds, 
along with more traditional instruments, Greif 

€30,00 www.soleilmoon.com  
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creates a dark and beguiling atmosphere that 
captures the listeners imagination..."  

23 HAIGH, ROBERT - Creatures of the Deep  LP Unseen Worlds 
UW17 2017 

ROBERT HAIGHs beloved, suggestive piano 
tunes - between harmonic phrases and 
extremely spheric surroundings - play again a 
great role on this new album.. "Among noir, 
minimal, neo-classical landscapes are robust 
scatterings of bright reflection and a musical 
expression that is subtle and elusive yet 
uniquely Haigh’s in its voice and masterful 
execution." the vinyl version comes with 
postcard and download code 

€18,00 www.unseenworlds.com 

24 HENRY, PIERRE - Polyphonies  12 x CD BOX Decca / Radio 
France 4814504 2017 

for the celebration of his 90th birthday, a 
selection through 50 years of work made by 
PIERRY HENRY shortly before his death (5. 
July 2017) himself, including 9 works released 
for the first time, like the brand new 
"Chroniques terriennes" (2016) or "Etudes 
transcendentantes pour un piano imaginaire" 
(2015), some classics from the 50's, etc. etc.. 
All audio remastered + 112 p. booklet + big 
cardboard box, each CD in its own cover 

€65,00 www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hpu0BTOGh2s 

25 HUMAN LARVAE - Behind Blinding Light  CD Malignant Records 
TUMORCD100 2016 

stylistically located between 'dystopian ambient 
industrial' and power electronics, this is one of 
the best newcomers from this scene: extremely 
intense, eerie and atmospheric, somewhere 
between WOLF EYES, IRM and GENOCIDE 
ORGAN maybe... CD version  

€12,00 malignantrecs.bandcamp.com/album/behind-blinding-light 

26 INGENTING KOLLEKTIVA - An Anatomy of 
Melancholy  LP Invisible Birds 

ib008 2015 

finally in stock, the latest LP by this romantic 
drone impro collective around MATTHEW 
SWIEZYNSKI, who are inspired by INGMAR 
BERGMAN's concept of 'nothing' => six 
melancholic tracks evolve around guitar 
drones, field recordings, harmonium, bells, 
strings and LP feedback, creating a wonderful 
nostalgic atmosphere full of shining overtunes, 
mysterious backwards sounds and other 
cinematic noises... top album!! edition of 426 
copies on red/black transparent vinyl  

€18,00 ingentingkollektiva.bandcamp.com/album/an-anatomy-of-
melancholy 

27 JARL - Intensive Fracture  MC Autarkeia tape 027 
acd 094  2016 

re-issue of early cassette-only album from 2005 
by the Swedish "multi-layered power ambience" 
master, INTENSIVE FRACTURE shows a more 
noisy side, when analogue bubbles drown in 
fields of stormy sonics, almost psychedelic... 
Lim. 90 copies, comes professionally dubbed & 
designed in big printed cardboard box  

€9,00 www.autarkeia.org 

28 JESU & DIRK SERRIES - Resolution Heart  7" Tonefloat tf171 2016 rare 7inch with two tracks as a prelude to the €10,00 https://soundcloud.com/thetriptych/jesu-dirk-serries-
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forthcoming 'Microphonics' album: "a perfect 
melange of new wave, shoegaze and ambient 
minimalism." lim. 300 copies, numbered, 
oversized cover  

resolution-heart-pt-one 

29 JK FLESH - Exit Stance  12" Downwards LINO 
077 2017 

four track EP by JUSTIN BROADRICKs (JESU, 
GODFLESH, etc.) industrial/noise techno 
project, new material after the sold out "Suicide 
Estate" do-LP on Hospital Prod.  

€13,00   

30 

KA-SPEL, EDWARD & STEVEN 
STAPLETON // COLIN POTTER & 
QUENTIN ROLLET - The Man who floated 
away 

LP Bisou BIS-006-U 2018 

two incredible first-time collabs, each piece on 
one full side: EDWARD KA-SPEL (LPD) with 
STEVEN STAPLETON (NWW), on Side B 
COLIN POTTER with French sax-wizard 
QUENTIN ROLLET; Side A "The Man who 
floated away" rec. 2017, "The Closer you are to 
the Center, the further you are from the Edge", 
recorded 2012; feat. ISABELLE MAGNON  

€19,00   

31 KALLABRIS - Plays and Sings for Money  LP Entr'acte E221 2017 

"The first duty of a singer is to sing, Swinburne 
once wrote." - KALLABRIS once more creates 
a somehow wicked / eccentric version of Pop 
Music, using poems and fragments from the 
British 'decadent poet' A.C. SWINBURNE 
(1837-1909), more rhythmic and vocalized as 
before but it's still rather bizarre and enigmatic 
electronic music, so that Boomkat writes: "It 
ultimately sounds like Jhonn Balance and 
Sleazy in a proper, slippery afterhours Coil 
session." lim. 200  

€15,00 entracte.co.uk/projects/kallabris-e221/ 

32 KARL BÖSMANN - Unton  CD E-Klageto 10 2017 

re-issue of the great debut CD from 2005 by 
this German 'noise sculpteur' and Drone Rec. 
artist; concrete noise-poetry somewhere 
between post industrial and electro-acoustic, 
very special and impossible to describe! 

€10,00   

33 KELLER, ALEX & SEAN O'NEILL - Kruos  LP Elevator Bath 
eeaoa046 2017 

recommended debut release of these U.S. 
sound artists, who use field recordings and 
vintage electronic devices for their 
performances and installations... "It is difficult 
and challenging at times, and there is not much 
to grab on to as far as conventional rhythm or 
melody, but it excels in abstraction. In many 
cases the result is far removed from the source 
material, but the environment the two create on 
here is just as fascinating as any natural one 
that could be captured." [Creaig 
Dunton/Brainwashed] 

€20,00 elevatorbath.bandcamp.com/album/kruos 

34 KOLLAPS - Sibling Lovers  LP 
Silken Tofu STX 
57 / Trait Records 
TRT 005 

2017 
stunning debut LP of this Australian industrial 
rock formation, aggressive tracks with tortured 
vocals, bass/guitar, electronics and tribalistic 

€18,00 www.silkentofu.bigcartel.com 
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percussion, in the way of old SPK, 
NEUBAUTEN, MISSING FOUNDATION, 
etc.."The band’s habitually uneasy textures and 
crude tones are generated with appropriated 
non-instruments- scrap metal, raw plastics, 
steel beams. For Kollaps, this isn’t an empty 
‘industrial’ gesture. It’s a way to literally use the 
detritus of postmodern society against itself." 

35 LAIBACH - Bossanova Remixes  12" Moloko Plus PLUS 
96 2017 

four massive remixes of "Bossanova" from the 
'Spectre' (2014) album, by: A.I. ZERO, FLASH 
BEACH, MELTING RUST OPERA, and MIND 
AREA; now as lim. 12" in stock !  

€15,00 www.molokoplusrecords.de 

36 LOVESLIESCRUSHING - Ghost Colored 
Halo  CD Projekt PRO 275 2013 

newer material (in fact so far the latest release) 
by the most atmospheric low-fi dreamscape 
droners, this is an extended version of a self-
released digital EP from 2011; imagine MY 
BLOODY VALENTINE mixed with guitarish 
TROUM plus ethereal noise drones and female 
voice choirs...  

€14,50 www.projekt.com 

37 LUSTMORD - Dark Matter (black vinyl)  do-LP  
Hydra Head 
Records HH666-
233  

2017 

recordings created end of 2015 inspired by the 
95% "unknowable" of the universe which 
humans define as "dark matter" or "dark 
energy", derived from an audio library of 
cosmological activity collected between 1993 
and 2003: interstellar plasma and molecules, 
radio galaxies, pulsars masers and quasars, 
charged particle interactions, etc...=> dark 
ambient with a strange 'dehumanized energy' 
flowing through, another masterpiece!! Vinyl 
version 

€28,00 www.hydrahead.com 

38 MAEROR TRI - Meditamentum  CD Manifold Records 
mancd044 2005 

re-release of the 2nd. M.T. CD from 1994, 
collecting favoured cassette material recorded 
1989-1992... "a seamless, darkly grand 
proclamation of the wordless beauty and 
sorrow that was Maeror Tri" - comes in brown 
cardboard-envelope with embroidered cloth-
banderole & re-print of original artwork & liner-
notes by Lutz Schridde, a German philosoph 
now living in China; last copies back in stock 
from the now in-active label MANIFOLD 
Records 

€10,00 www.manifoldrecords.com  

39 MENS, RADBOUD & MATTHIJS KOUW - 1  LP Moving Furniture 
Records MFR036 2017 

like ELEH or PHILL NIBLOCK, a "pure drone 
approach"-album, but on this collab. by the two 
dutch sound artists, a very monotone / 
monochromatic drone starts to warp and 
develop harmonic 'bubbles' and resonances 
after a while that seem to be filled with 

€16,00 www.movingfurniturerecords.com 
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independent life on their own, like slow dancers 
of shimmerings waves... the special beauty in 
here is only revealed after you crossed a 
certain threshold of time, and your mind... lim. 
300  

40 MURRAY, BRENDAN & SETH NEHIL - 
Sillage  CD Sedimental 

SEDCD049 2007 

first collab between the two US composers and 
soundartist, a very rich album that oscillates 
between wonderful drone-spheres and 
concrete micro-sound collages, revealing 
further facets with every new listening 
sessions... 7 tracks, feat. KEITH FULLERTON 
WHITMAN, RICHARD GARET and JOHN 
GRZINICH; ed. of 500 copies, special priced 
now  

€10,00 www.sedimental.com  

41 MYSTERY OF THE BULGARIAN VOICES 
feat. LISA GERRARD - Pora Sotunda  7" 

Prophecy 
Productions PRO 
229 LP 

2017 

the legendary "Le Mystere des Voix Bulgares" 
(a choir presenting traditional polyphonic 
Bulgarian chants, existing since 1957!) are 
back, the wonderful title track features LISA 
GERRARD from DEAD CAN DANCE; lim. ed. 
with two pieces coming from the forthcoming 
album "Boocheemish", great artwork / cover 

€13,00 www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlONQcQNatE 

42 MZ.412 /TREPANERINGSRITUALEN - X 
Post Industriale / Rituals 2015 e.V.  do-LP Old Europa Cafe 

OELP 024 2017 

recordings from the "X CONGRESSO POST 
INDUSTRIALE" festival in Bologna, Italy, Oct. 
2015; two side-long rituals per project ! Lim. 
500 on heavy BLACK vinyl, comes w. gatefold-
cover and mini poster  

€32,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com 

43 NOVAK, YANN / JAMIE DROUIN - +ROOM-
ROOM CD  Henry Art Gallery  2009 

minimal soundart that sparkles from beauty - 
soft minimal drones from an installation that 
happened early 2009 in the "Henry Art Gallery" 
in Seattle, WA; two long, very different 
atmospheric pieces (63+ min.) that also change 
the perception of the physical surroundings; 
BAKC IN STOCK !  

€13,00 www.henryart.org 

44 N[40] & AALFANG MIT PFERDEKOPF - 
Gleisfeld / Weichenteile  do-LP + CDR Auf Abwegen 

aatp49 2017 

the two Drone Rec. artists (N with MULTER on 
DR-50, AALFANG on DR-79 in 2006) 
collaborated already in 2009, the material was 
later re-worked and finally sees a release on 
Cologne's excellent AUF ABWEGEN label; four 
long tracks on the two LPs, seven more tracks 
on the CD-R; lim. 100!! "from calm and silent, 
warm washes of droning layers to bright 
sounding, monolithic drifts towards the 
unreachable horizon, with some concrete 
sounds popping up whenever you expect that 
at least.."  

€37,50 aufabwegen.bandcamp.com/album/gleisfeld 

45 ORPHAX & MACHINEFABRIEK - 
Weerkaatsing  CD  Moving Furniture 

Records MFR041 2017 first collaboration by the dutch ambient / 
experiental / drone acts, with tree long tracks: 

€12,00 movingfurniturerecords.bandcamp.com/album/weerkaatsing 
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one is a real collaboration piece, the other are 
remixes of each other's material; lim. 300 
copies  

46 

PALESTINE, CHARLEMAGNE - STTT 
THOMASSS 
""""DINGGGDONGGGDINGGGzzzzzzz 
ferrrr TONYYY""""  

MC Blank Forms 
Editions 001 2017 

rare US-import, a recording of a performance 
for TONY CONRAD (who died in 2016), held 
on his 77th birthday at the place where they 
first met....: "On March 7th, 2017, Palestine 
climbed the spiral stairs of the Saint Thomas 
Church's bell tower once again. This cassette 
features a full recording of STTT 
THOMASSS....[ ], preceded by a brief 
incantation delivered one month later at a Tony 
Conrad memorial."  

€16,00   

47 PHURPA - Sacred Sounds 18.12.16  do-LP Oaken Palace 
Records OAK-11 2017 

epic PHURPA release with four side-long 
tracks (their 2nd double LP after the debut vinyl 
"Trowo Phurnag Ceremony" from 2011 on 
Ideologic Organ which made them well know 
immediately), dedicated to the Amur leopard, 
the most endagered big cat on this planet; 
another deep journey into Tibetan ritualism! "a 
beautiful tapestry of ancient sounds, with varied 
passages of communal vocals complemented 
with singing bowl, rattle and traditional drums, 
over the faint organic hum of the ritual space." 
lim. 500  

€28,00 www.oakenpalace.com 

48 PHURPA - Sacred Sounds 22.1.17  MC Oaken Palace 
Records OAK-12 2017 

the sister release to "Sacred Sounds 18.12.16" 
is a C-105 (!) cassette, lim. 150 copies, with 
special packaging; "an astounding extended 
mantra, a single recording lasting one hour and 
forty-four minutes, on specially extended C105 
cassette. These releases together comprise a 
staggering dark mass of ritual drone, austere 
but richly dense, relentless but profoundly 
meditative." 

€12,00 www.oakenpalace.com 

49 PINHAS, RICHARD - Rhizosphere  LP Bureau B BB 279 2018 

re-issue of the first solo-album from 1977 by 
the HELDON mastermind who explores here 
his 'MOOG Modular System' - these cosmic 
sequencer electronics are escorted in real time 
by the drummer FRANCOIS AUGER, with 
great effect through his manipulated cymbals... 

€20,00 soundcloud.com/bureau-1/sets/richard-pinhas-rhizosphere-
album-preview 

50 RAPOON - Sanctus Equinox  CD Winter-Light WIN 
012 2017 

the first part of a new trilogy for Winter-Light, 
entitled "The Mercury Rising Trilogy", based on 
the Science Fiction idea of 'left alone replicants' 
on an abandoned planet: "Processed vocals, 
atmospheric pads, sub bass patterns, strings 
and old school sci-fi sounds all exquisitely 
layered to produce an album of intense beauty. 

€13,00 winter-light.bandcamp.com/album/sanctus-equinox 
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The feel is one of ceremonial celebration and 
ritualistic joy. A ray of shining hope in the lives 
of a forgotten people." lim. 300  

51 RIPARBELLI, PIETRO & EMANUELE 
BECHERI - Metamorfismo  mCD-R  Taalem alm 110 2017 

PIETRO RIPARBELLI aka K11 (remember his 
great "The Sacred Wood" album) uses acoustic 
sounds from EMANUELE BECHERI (piano, 
sax, guzheng) and his own field recordings and 
analogue equipment to form three varying 
tracks, full of electronic pulses and droning 
synths / samples...  

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

52 SALOMAN, GABRIEL - Movement Building  do-CD  Shelter Press 
SP086 2017 

a double CD containing all three volumes of 
"Movement Building" released on LP before, a 
wonderful suggestive work for dance by the ex 
YELLOW SWANS, incl. bonus material ; 
"Saloman has taken the sweeping drones and 
fried electricity of his former band and 
embedded them within an expanding pallette of 
bowed strings, martial percussion and resonant 
piano."  

€17,00 shelter-press.org/gabriel-saloman-movement-building/ 

53 SCHLIENZ, GÜNTER - Book of Dreams  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 
148-2 2017 

re-issue of the LP from 2016 by this "old school 
- modular / cosmic electronics" artist from 
Stuttgart (also known from his project NAVEL), 
who builds instruments on his own; the whole 
album is inspired by notes about dreams he 
made after waking up, and quotes JACK 
KEROUAC... ed. of 250 copies, this CD version 
has 2 bonus tracks 

€12,00 https://zoharum.bandcamp.com/album/book-of-dreams 

54 SEETYCA - Dühringa Aorta 2  CD-R 
Mbira Records 
mbira 0055/41 
mbnt  

2007 

following album to the great "Dühringa Aorta" 
from 2005, now the voice of seetyca is the only 
sound source for seven new tracks, which is 
hardly believable => repetitive forms of 
beatless phaser tube sounds, subtle harmonic 
tone elevations, kind of bell-ringing acoustics, 
and cryptic titles such as "Guyrolaisthan" or 
"Sæquoina"; this album shows impressively 
seetyca's ability to create a very own kind of 
oneiric ambience drift.. one of our favourites, 
highly recommended! 

€12,00 www.seetyca.org 

55 SEETYCA - Winterlicht  CD Winter-Light WIN 
011 2017 

"A Drone in my Head" - already the third 
SEETYCA album for Winter-Light, dedicated to 
winters light and snowy landscapes, a perfect 
background for SEETYCA's skills to create 
lengthy, cold-melancholic (but not depressive) 
ambient clouds, almost 80 min playtime... "The 
play between light and dark, the subtle use of 
environmental sounds and carefully chosen 
instruments, played by a stellar array of 

€13,00 winter-light.bandcamp.com/album/winterlicht 
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Seetyca's friends, is what makes this album 
truly engaging."  

56 SHEFFIELD / RIPPIE - Essential Anomalies do-LP Elevator Bath 
eeaoa043 2017 

COLIN A. SHEFFIELD and JAMES RIPPIE 
came finally together to re-activate their 
improvisational duo in 2015 - this double LP 
compiles 4 long, excellent tracks that were 
previously released as limited MCs => using 
turntables and samples from 'commercially 
available recordings', they create highly 
atmospheric, gloomy "abstract plunderphonics", 
extreme surrealistic soundscapes with 
unrecognizable sound sources, letting the 
original 'aura' shining through; lim. 293, over 90 
min. playtime, great album!!  

€25,00 elevatorbath.bandcamp.com/album/essential-anatomies-3 

57 SHIBALBA / BLACK SEAS OF INFINITY - 
Mahakala  CD 

Nihilward 
Productions 
NAUGHT 24 

2015 

another split album which contains one long 
SHIBALBA track (dark drones and evocations 
with ritual drumming, very nice), plus three 
pieces by the ex black metal band from the 
U.S. who turned into ritual ambience... the 
whole album is meant as a glorification to the 
godness Kali; lim. 300  

€12,00 www.nihilward.com 

58 SHIBALBA / EMME YA - Witchblood 
Emanations  CD 

Nihilward 
Productions 
NAUGHT 21 

2015 

the perfect split album of two like-minded occult 
/ ritual ambient projects, EMME YA is known 
from DRONE-MIND Vol. 2 LP; "those sounds 
are for tormenting your soul on the path of 
thorns, by razors of madness. Incarnated by 
SHIBALBA (project by ACHERONTAS 
members) and Colombian occultists EMME YA, 
"Witchblood Emanations" is a morbid catabasis 
to the abyss...Through the haunted blackness, 
followed by shadowed voices." lim. 300, last 
copies ! 

€13,00 www.nihilward.com 

59 SMALL CRUEL PARTY - Islands of Sleep  CD Ferns Recordings 
stem_03 2018 

re-issue of the first LP from 1998 - a great 
example of SCP's "micro-morphing" object 
sounds, frictional acoustics from stones, wood, 
metal, glass, etc. are combined with subtle 
drones... "Concrete music based on glass, 
wood and water manipulation : rubbing, tinkling, 
lisping, resonance, sharp & bass tones 
confrontation. Raw calm"; edition of 300 copies 

€12,00 smallcruelparty.bandcamp.com/album/islands-of-sleep 

60 SOLID EYE - Voyage to see what's on the 
Bottom  CD Melon Expander 

001 2003 

SOLID EYE was the project of JOSEPH 
HAMMER, RICK POTTS and STEVE 
THOMSON, coming all from the LOS 
ANGELES FREE MUSIC SOCIETY circles, 
creating surrealistic and very vital sound 
collages with many layers, music you can’t 
stand still to (although they deny classical 

€13,00   
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musical parameters suchs as rhythm, harmony 
and tones)... this was their last CD, back in 
stock ! 

61 SOUND_00 + LEFTERNA - Elementals: 
Collabs 2  CD Winter-Light WIN 

010 2017 

this album collects collaborative tracks from tiny 
CDR releases by these two ambient projects 
and gives them a new cohesion, frame and 
sound (all tracks were fully re-mastered) => 7 
lengthy tracks of isolationistic ambience with a 
strong accent of using field recordings from 
nature, thus creating unusual moods and 
acoustics, not the standard dark ambient 
electronics... recommended !  

€13,00 winter-light.bandcamp.com/album/elementals-collabs-2 

62 STIEBLER, ERNSTALBRECHT - Kanon / 
Torsi  LP Edition Telemark 

628.06 2017 

two pieces by this German composer of 
reductionist contemporary music: "Kanon" 
(1980) for organ, electric organ and wind 
instruments, previously unreleased; "Torsi" 
(2002), for organ, first time on vinyl (recorded in 
a church in Konstanz, Germany) => extremely 
quiet, sublime, droning and minimal... this 
music really breathes! lim. 300 gatefold cover 
with extensive interview 

€20,00 www.edition-telemark.de 

63 SUM OF R - Orga  CD Cyclic Law CL 97 2017 

the Swiss project by RETO MÄDER (URAL 
UMBO, RM 74) with an impressive album, 
merging dark instrumental ambience with 
melodramatic song elements, reminding us on 
BEYOND SENSORY EXPERIENCE or 
HUMAN GREED: "The album is a hybrid of 
ritual drums and eerie percussions, 
atmospheric analog electronics and epic 
drones forming a drifting orchestral wall of 
sound. Darkness, light and its reflections is 
what emerges from this mysterious aural mist."  

€13,00 sumofr.bandcamp.com/album/orga 

64 SUTCLIFFE JUGEND - Offal  CD Cold Spring 
CSR209CD 2016 

our favourite S.J. album so far, on OFFAL four 
long tracks fight with your senses with their 
organ-like wall of drone piercings, intense 
electronic pulses, powerful/violent vocals, and 
stormy noise effects..."The production on the 
album sounds massive compared to previous 
releases, giving the carefully constructed songs 
an intense, brutal and relentless environment 
not heard before." CD in gatefold-sleeve 

€12,00 youtu.be/jmg9hVk4UCM 

65 SVARTSINN - Collected Obscurities  CD 
Old Captain 
OCCD29 / Cyclic 
Law 93rd Cycle 

2017 

a collection with 11 tracks (released 2002-
2012) from rare / deleted compilations and 
collaborations with NORTHAUNT, ALLSEITS, 
GYDJA and PSYCHOMANTEUM, by one of 
the masters of desolate and melancholic dark 
ambience from Norway... lim. 500  

€13,00 oldcaptain.bandcamp.com/album/svartsinn-collected-
obscurities 
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66 SVARTSINN - Morkets Variabler  CD Cyclic Law 98th 
Cycle 2017 

Eight years after the last full length album this 
project from Norway is now surely one of the 
best known in the current dark ambient scene, 
this new album consists of 7 long movements, 
with references to NIETZSCHE or 
H.P.LOVECRAFT and use of "real" cello 
performed by AMUND ULVESTAD; lim. 500 w. 
luxurious digibook design, hardcover 4 panel 
sleeve with 16 pages booklet, 63+ min 

€16,00 https://cycliclaw.bandcamp.com/album/m-rkets-variabler 

67 TARKATAK - Mormor  CD  Genesungswerk 
GW23 2007 

back in stock one of the best releases of this 
North German droner, four long tracks of 
beautifully crafted subtle ambience pieces, 
varying immensely (one with female singing); 
plus one video clip; "Great CD, and hopefully 
bringing him some more recognition" [Vital 
Weekly] - cComes in handpainted cardboard-
box with inlays, very nice. lim /numb. 300 ! 
special priced now ! 

€10,00 www.genesungswerk.de 

68 TASADAY - L'Animale Profondo  CD 
Officina 
Fonografica 
Italiana ep OFI010 

2017 

in 1986, this Italian collective released their 
second LP "L'Animale Profondo" with a very 
'handplayed' industrial style, touched with a 
ritualistic flair.. "free and uncontrollable sounds 
that tell of an ensemble that was years ahead 
in European experimental music. Echoes of 
Einstürzende Neubauten but also of Throbbing 
Gristle... and beyond, in a deep, almost free 
jazz universe. Post-industrial sounds that turn 
into tribal moments with absolutely no control. 
Without rules. Total freedom of expression."  

€13,00 www.officinafonograficaitaliana.it 

69 TAZARTES, GHEDALIA - Works 1977-1979  4 x LP-Box / 
10" 

Vinyl On Demand 
VOD91 RE 2017 

silver embossed / printed blue box containing 
re-mastered re-issues of the first four LPs of 
the legendary French autodidact who gets so 
much deserved recognition lately, plus a 10" 
with an unreleased work from 1978!! RE-
PRESSE edition of 200 copies !! 

€90,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com 

70 THROBBING GRISTLE - 20 Jazz Funk 
Greats  LP + CD  Mute TGLP4 2017 

another re-issue of the third TG-LP from 1979 
(Industrial Records IR0008), their 
"electronic/rhythmic" album that influenced 
generations of techno-artists; this new re-issue 
comes with 8 page 12" booklet and CD version 
with bonus material, vinyl on green vinyl  

€26,00 mute.com/release/throbbing-gristle-20-jazz-funk-greats 

71 THROBBING GRISTLE - The Second 
Annual Report  LP  Mute TGLP2 2017 

another re-issue of the first TG-LP from 1977 
(Industrial Records IR0002) for the 40th 
anniversary of the album, the very first 
"Industrial"-album, inventing a new music-style 
& subcultural movement! Comes with 8 page 
12" booklet, limited on white vinyl & with 

€26,00 mute.com/throbbing-gristle/throbbing-gristle-40th-
anniversary-release 
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download code 

72 TREPANERINGSRITUALEN - Yours is a 
Kingdom of Death  LP Old Europa Cafe 

OELP 022 2018 

collection of rare vinyl-material: three tracks 
from the split LP with BODY CARGO 
(Autarkeia, 2016), one long track from the split 
LP with DEATHSTENCH (Malignant Records, 
2013); "A renunciation of the created world; a 
glorification of the New Man; he who is beyond 
life and death, existing as pure flame alit in 
eternal void." Vinyl version lim. ed. 300 copies 
on white vinyl  

€23,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com 

73 TROUM - DA-PU-RI-TO-JO  CD-box / 
objects Black Mara BM-17 2017 

a compilation of TROUMs 7" vinyl releases (+ 
one digital only EP) through the years 2004 - 
2016, all re-mastered and appearing on CD for 
the first time; comes in a beautifully crafted 
"archaic" looking collector's wood box, with 
glowing in the dark logo, photos, map of 
labyrinth, and little bottle with 'magic earth' on 
Siberians Black Mara label, know for their 
extravagant packagings!! Lim. 150 copies; 
VIDEO TEASER: youtu.be/UXVRMnBneE4 

€39,00 https://blackmara.bandcamp.com 

74 
T.A.C. (TOMOGRAFIA ASSIALE 
COMPUTERIZZATA) - Symphonie 
Industrielle  

CD 

Officina 
Fonografica 
Italiana ep OFI008 
/ Spittle Records 
74 

2017 

so far unpublished album from 1985, recorded 
by SIMON BALESTRAZZI and ANDREA 
AZZALI who where at that time the only 
remained members of T.A.C, a very complex 
industrial symphony with great moments.; "a 
splendid piece of concrete music and the most 
obvious representation of the endless musical 
search of T.A.C. A pearl that was about to be 
lost, and finally found again."  

€13,00 www.officinafonograficaitaliana.it 

75 UNEARTH NOISE - Prayer and Resonance  do-LP Lullabies for 
Insomniacs LFI002 2016 

UNEARTH NOISE is Roger Berkowitz from 
New Jersey, USA, and this first release collects 
material recorded in the last three years: based 
on tape loops and processed acoustic 
instruments, he created spooky ambience 
pieces and shimmering cascades of 
sounddrops, heavily influenced by the 
experience of taking hallucinogenics.. - has 
been compared to COIL and BITCHIN BAJAS, 
to discover !  

€23,00 lullabiesforinsomniacslabel.bandcamp.com 

76 VOSTELL, WOLF - De-coll/age Musik  LP Soave SV 02 2017 

re-issue of collector's item LP from 1982 by the 
German painter, sculptor and happening artist, 
who co-organized the "Festum Fluxorum" 
festival 1962 in Wiesbaden, seen as the birth of 
FLUXUX => we find here recordings from 
1959-1981: radio collages, happenings, 
soundart ambients, environment actions, and 
an extract from a Fluxus-Opera! lim. 400 black 

€25,00   
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vinyl  

77 V.A. - Ich glaube ich höre Genesungswerk  CD Genesungswerk 
GW 16 2002 

nice ambient / electronica / experimental 
compilation from this now in-active label based 
in Dortmund, Germany, run by one MULTER 
member, with exclusive material by: 
KALLABRIS, SEGMENT, MULTER, N , PALE 
ASLE PETTERSEN, KRILL MINIMA, KARTEN 
FRANKREICH, KONRAD BAYER, P. MILES 
BRYSON, and others....special price now ! 

€8,00 www.genesungswerk.de 

78 
V.A. - Metaphors: Selected Soundworks 
from the Cinema of APICHATPONG 
WEERASETHAKUL  

do-LP Sub Rosa SRV448 2017 

14 soundworks from the films of Thailandese 
director APICHATPONG WEERASETHAKUL, 
known for his unique, mysterious visual art, 
often using manipulated field recordings from 
the locations... Similar to the way he treats 
images, Apichatpong sometimes calls attention 
to the physicality and the fragility of the audio 
and to the process of audio manipulation"; 
comes with 12" x 12" full-colour 4 pages inlay, 
with extensive background info on all tracks 

€20,00 www.subrosa.net 

79 V.A. - TOUCH Movements  BOOK + CD  Touch - FOLIO 
002 2017 

art book project to compile photographs by 
TOUCH designer JON WOZENCROFT, a 
76pages full colour book bound in dark blue 
cover; on the CD music to accompany the 
photos: 33 tracks by many Touch artists like 
FENNESZ, MIKA VAINIO, JOHANN 
JOHANNSSON, JIM O'ROURKE, STRAFE 
FÜR REBELLION, WIRE, CHRIS WATSON, 
HILDUR GUDNADOTTIR, JANA WINDEREN, 
PHILIP JECK, ELEH, C.M. VON 
HAUSSWOLFF, etc. etc..  

€39,00   

80 WESOLOWSKI, STEFAN - Kompleta  LP Ici D'Ailleurs Mind 
Travels Series MT 2015 

first album on Ici D'Ailleurs for this Polish 
composer, who works in the fields of beautiful 
but also dark and droning neo-classic chamber 
music, refined with influences from religious 
and spiritual elevated sounds... "Kompleta is 
mainly based on strings (violins, viola, cello) but 
also manages to distance itself from traditional 
compositional methods by including subtle 
electronic touches to help anchor the work in a 
resolutely progressive dynamic." 

€18,00 stefanwesolowski.bandcamp.com/album/kompleta 

81 XENAKIS, IANNIS - Persepolis  LP Karlrecords KR044 2018 

the Non Plus Ultra version of XENAKIS famous 
piece which was premiered in 1971 in Iran, 
comissioned by the Persian Shah (!) => 
XENAKIS longest electroacoustic composition 
(54 min) was now re-mastered by MARTIN 
WURMNEST (ZEITKRATZER) from the original 
8 track tapes, and cut by RASHAD BECKER; 

€18,00 www.karlrecords.net  
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comes with inlay & liner notes by REINHOLD 
FRIEDL; first vinyl re-issue since the 70's !!  

82 ZEITKRATZER - Whitehouse. Performed 
live  CD Zeitkratzer 

Records ZKR 0017 2014 

the 2nd collaboration by ZEITKRATZER with 
WILLIAM BENNETT, whose voice appears on 
"Daddo"; 5 tracks in total, performed at the 
'Festival Musique Action" - no electronics used 
at all! 'Music with crystal clear, even 
neurosurgical precision - pure acoustic power!'  

€15,00   

83 ZEITKRATZER + SHE SHE POP - The 
Ocean is closed  7" Karlrecords KR056 2017 

six members of the ZEITKRATZER ensemble 
in genre crossing collaboration with the 
performance group SHE SHE POP, a 45 rpm 
7" with two obscure a-cappela / choir pieces of 
unknown origin, "Claudio", and "Grünberg", 
released for their 2 1/2 hour piece and theatre 
tour in autumn 2017 with same name... ; 
"Outside eyes and ears are interested in 
different things, ask the right wrong questions, 
misunderstand the agreements and breach 
basic laws."  

€5,00 www.karlrecords.net  

 

################################################################################################################ 
+  SOME LAST MINUTE ARRIVALS / ON THE WAY /  pre order s: (detail infos will follow in the next Newsflash,  but you can order already, also through the websit e!):  
FOSSIL AEROSOL MINING PROJECT - August 53rd    LP    Helen Scarsdale  HMS043LP    2018  € 20,00 
ENGLISH, LAWRENCE - Cruel Optimism     LP    Room40  RM470LP    2017   € 26,00 
DOLAT-SHAHI, DARIUSH - Electronic Music, Tar and Sehtar    LP    Dead-Cert Home Entertainment  VCR 003LP    2015  € 20,00 
KIRKEGAARD, JACOB & NIELS LYHNE LOKKEGARD - Descending    LP    Important Records  IMPREC 447    2017   € 20,00 
NOETINGER, JEROME - dR     CD    Editions Piednu  PNO117    2018  € 13,00 
BROTHER AH - Divine Music     3 x CD     Manufactured Recordings  MFG-043    2017   € 32,00 
MENUCK, EFRIM MANUEL - Pissing Stars    LP    Constellation CST129    2018    € 23,00 
JACASZEK - Kwiaty     LP    Ghostly International  GI-281    2017   € 22,00 
BIOSPHERE - Shenzhou    3 x LP     Biophon Records  BIO27LP    2017   € 35,00 
BIOSPHERE - Shenzhou    do-CD     Biophon Records  BIO27CD    2017   € 18,00 
PRURIENT - Unknown Rains     LP    Hospital Prod.  HOS-491    2017   € 20,50 
NIBLOCK, PHILL - Rhymes with Water    LP    God Records  GOD43    2017   € 22,00 
KUBISCH, CHRISTINA & ANNEA LOCKWOOD - The Secret Life of the Inaudible     do-CD    Gruenrekorder  GRUEN 180    2018   € 16,00 
TIETCHENS, ASMUS / DAVID LEE MYERS - Arcs    CD    Auf Abwegen aatp63    2018  € 13,00 
BAKER, AIDAN & GARETH DAVIS -  Invisible Cities    LP    Karlrecords   KR045    2018    € 18,00 
CRETA - Creta    LP    Karlrecords   KR053    2018   € 18,00 
ZEITKRATZER - Serbian War Songs    LP    Karlrecords   KR037    2017   € 18,00 
CORRUPTED - Felicific Algorithim    12"    Cold Spring Records  CSR240LP    2018   € 20,00 
PSYCHIC TV - Kondole / Dead Cat    do-CD + DVD     Cold Spring Records  CSR246CD    2018  € 29,00 
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SUTCLIFFE JUGEND - Offal     do-LP    Cold Spring  CSR209LP    2016  € 22,00 
SHE SPREAD SORROW - Midori     CD    Cold Spring Records   CSR251CD    2018  € 12,00 
alors: Drone on ! 
 
 
 
########################################################################## 
DRONE RECORDS Non-Entertaining-Muzak  
LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for  EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO - MODERN CLASSIC   
shipping-adress:  Stefan Knappe   Celler Str. 33   28205 Bremen    Ge rmany    answer-phone: x49-421-7942996    
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de      www.substantia-innominata.de  VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838    payments: bank-transfer IBAN, paypal      


